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Q1 Please select the item that best matches your opinion about Monday's
Mentor Forum.
Answered: 119
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Overall, I found this training to be a valuable
experience.
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The session was well organized and conducted
professionally.

51.3%
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The content of the session was relevant and
appropriate.
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46
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The facilities were conducive to learning.
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The time allocated for each session activity
was appropriate.
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The session activities were sufficiently
interactive with opportunities to strengthen my
mentoring skills.
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I left with some specific ideas to apply in my
work as a CIT Lead Teacher-Mentor.
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Q2 What did you feel were the strengths of this Mentor Forum session?
Answered: 106

Skipped: 15

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

My group and I had a little time at the end to start working/ brainstorming on our group project.

12/18/2018 10:49 AM

2

Working with my peers in my discipline.

12/2/2018 5:25 PM

3

Engaging Topics and being able to move around. I enjoyed the video on being an active listener.

11/29/2018 8:26 PM

4

The conversations with other mentors when we got to to mingle.

11/28/2018 4:26 PM

5

Opportunity to review data from interns.

11/27/2018 10:48 PM

6

-Collaborating with other mentors with Interns in the RISE school

11/27/2018 10:42 AM

7

Collaboration with peers

11/27/2018 10:39 AM

8

Meeting with my group Reviewing data and comments from previous year's interns.

11/27/2018 10:05 AM

9

The TED Talk

11/27/2018 8:16 AM

10

Looking at results of surveys and connecting with colleagues.

11/27/2018 7:29 AM

11

As always, I like being able to network and talk with other mentors. It was helpful to talk to other
mentor groups - it helped my groups tweak our work a bit.

11/27/2018 12:07 AM

12

Meeting with other mentors and reading the comments submitted by interns

11/26/2018 9:02 PM

13

I like the opportunity to collaborate with other mentors and identify what are areas of needs are.

11/26/2018 9:01 PM

14

meeting with focus groups

11/26/2018 7:18 PM

15

sitting with other mentors in my tenure area the TED talk we viewed Stefan explaining the process
and meeting with us after snacks provided

11/26/2018 3:10 PM

16

I liked seeing the mentor/intern data.

11/26/2018 3:03 PM

17

talking with the other groups and sharing ideas

11/26/2018 2:06 PM

18

Working with my mentor network

11/26/2018 2:03 PM

19

I enjoyed talking with other professions and working on things actually related to our specific area
(school psych)

11/26/2018 1:33 PM

20

The group round robin activity. The video.

11/26/2018 1:25 PM

21

It was nice to be able to move around.

11/26/2018 1:18 PM

22

Time to share with peers in our area.

11/26/2018 1:17 PM

23

Sitting with other teachers in my group who have similar concerns

11/26/2018 1:04 PM

24

Interacting with other groups and sharing our project ideas.

11/26/2018 12:55 PM

25

Table discussions/frustrations

11/26/2018 12:47 PM

26

amazing video about conversing

11/26/2018 12:45 PM

27

Good change in food. I enjoy working with other sped teachers.

11/26/2018 12:44 PM

28

Allowing us to collaborate together

11/26/2018 12:28 PM

29

Being able to work with mentors who teach what I teach.

11/26/2018 12:22 PM

30

Meeting with different groups and hearing about their plan for collaboration gave our group some
good ideas.

11/26/2018 11:34 AM

31

-groupings -topics -mentor group work

11/26/2018 10:04 AM

32

Discussing ideas about our Mentor Network project

11/25/2018 7:09 PM
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33

going over the results of interns surveys. meeting with other groups of mentors to get ideas of
what they are doing.

11/25/2018 5:18 PM

34

Collaboration with fellow mentors.

11/24/2018 1:52 PM

35

The snacks in the beginning of the session instead of dinner at the end. The pace moved a long
efficiently Meeting the contact person Meeting as a network group and sharing with other groups
The data was interesting

11/23/2018 8:42 PM

36

I enjoyed the table discussions.

11/23/2018 1:34 PM

37

Meeting and planning with our Mentor team.

11/21/2018 4:03 PM

38

i enjoyed rotating and talking with different groups.

11/21/2018 2:31 PM

39

Very well planned and enjoyable to work with my colleagues.

11/21/2018 2:08 PM

40

Networking with other colleagues.

11/20/2018 2:34 PM

41

I liked sitting with my network team to facilitate that work.

11/20/2018 2:19 PM

42

Talking with other Mentor groups on our focus for the current school year.

11/20/2018 1:45 PM

43

Talk time with our group to plan for the work we are asked to complete. Our group is quite large,
so it is difficult to get together and make decisions outside of our meetings. The TED talk.

11/20/2018 1:35 PM

44

The food was FABULOUS! I like sitting with my mentor network. The video was a nice change

11/20/2018 1:33 PM

45

informative information Meeting with mentor Network group

11/20/2018 1:33 PM

46

I wish the group had time to work together before sharing.

11/20/2018 1:00 PM

47

Talking with different groups about their future plans with interns.

11/20/2018 12:47 PM

48

The timing was much better!

11/20/2018 12:33 PM

49

Hearing goals of other groups

11/20/2018 12:18 PM

50

Discussing the network project with peers.

11/20/2018 12:17 PM

51

Having an opportunity to interact with the members of my "Network" was helpful. I also thought the
Ted talk on improving Conversations was very good. I went home and shared it!

11/20/2018 11:57 AM

52

Interacting and bouncing ideas off of each other and the other groups

11/20/2018 11:55 AM

53

Hearing and actually seeing the comments and impact was very powerful.

11/20/2018 11:40 AM

54

The planning time and sharing the data and all the info collected by the interns. It is always good
to know.

11/20/2018 11:32 AM

55

Collaborating with other Mentor Networks and looking at Data.

11/20/2018 11:05 AM

56

Time to share with colleagues

11/20/2018 10:28 AM

57

As always collaboration is nice, but I wish we had started on time and were able to leave a bit
earlier. These 2 hour meetings are exhausting. The food before the meeting started was great as I
wasn't starving thru the whole thing.

11/20/2018 10:22 AM

58

Liked working with my group on our project ideas and hearing about others

11/20/2018 10:17 AM

59

I always like the feedback we get from our interns. It allows us to step back and reflect on what we
are doing well, and what needs to change or improve.

11/20/2018 10:12 AM

60

I enjoyed the opportunity to look at the data and intern surveys from last year. They were inspiring!

11/20/2018 9:58 AM

61

Time to talk to other mentors.

11/20/2018 9:42 AM

62

I felt that this session compared to some of the others was timed appropriately for the tasks. I also
think it helps to have the food before hand as you are socializing instead of waiting till the end.
Sharing the ideas for our networks was a great idea. It helped our network solidify what our project
would be.

11/20/2018 9:38 AM

63

Being able to discuss our mentor network with our colleagues.

11/20/2018 9:16 AM

64

collaborating with different professionals

11/20/2018 9:12 AM

65

It was nice taking the time to work with our mentor network.

11/20/2018 8:57 AM
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66

Working with our Mentor Network

11/20/2018 8:56 AM

67

Networking

11/20/2018 8:54 AM

68

Time to work on the mentor network activity.

11/20/2018 8:41 AM

69

-Time to meet with our Network -Reviewing the comments from interns

11/20/2018 8:39 AM

70

I very much enjoy the collegiality provided during these forums. Sharing ideas and asking
suggestions of other mentors enriches my skills and strengthens me as a mentor.

11/20/2018 8:37 AM

71

conversations with other mentors and the data from last year's survey

11/20/2018 8:28 AM

72

Being able to talk to other groups about our project. The video was a great reminder of attending
fully and active listening.

11/20/2018 8:25 AM

73

Opportunity to network with my mentor network group.

11/20/2018 8:17 AM

74

Review of intern comments, FOOD, ability to work in our focus groups.

11/20/2018 7:59 AM

75

walk and share

11/20/2018 7:51 AM

76

Liked the video on "Better Conversation" and the reflection time after brought some good
conversation with our group

11/20/2018 7:50 AM

77

The location and mentor groupings were conducive to productive conversations

11/20/2018 7:43 AM

78

Speaking with other networks was very helpful as some members of our group were not wanting to
commit to any work. This helped us to narrow our focus and make it tangible, meaningful work.

11/20/2018 7:42 AM

79

Environment. Acoustics were perfect. Speakers could project. I loved the video on conversation.

11/20/2018 7:26 AM

80

having a chance to talk with our whole team and sharing ideas with others

11/20/2018 7:23 AM

81

Food was great! The gallery walk to share ideas with other groups.

11/20/2018 7:18 AM

82

Sitting in our network groups was very helpful and getting to talk to other groups about what they
are doing was very useful as well. However, it would have been helpful to have a little more time
with our mentor network to collaborate and plan next steps.

11/20/2018 7:17 AM

83

Time to talk with my mentor group at table

11/20/2018 7:02 AM

84

hearing about mentor networks

11/20/2018 6:48 AM

85

Interactive

11/20/2018 6:05 AM

86

collegiality

11/20/2018 5:59 AM

87

Time to talk with our networks and panel contact

11/20/2018 5:25 AM

88

venue, ted talk

11/19/2018 10:21 PM

89

getting together with the others mentors in my group to discuss the CIT Mentors Networks progect.

11/19/2018 10:09 PM

90

The TED talk video was excellent!

11/19/2018 9:14 PM

91

Networking

11/19/2018 9:05 PM

92

Working in our mentoring networks

11/19/2018 8:58 PM

93

I felt that the video about listening was very beneficial.

11/19/2018 8:57 PM

94

Meeting with the governing panel members.

11/19/2018 8:55 PM

95

Opportunities to talk with teams

11/19/2018 8:48 PM

96

The Ted Talk

11/19/2018 8:43 PM

97

Sharing with other mentors

11/19/2018 8:39 PM

98

- I loved the short video from Celeste Headlee (I'm not sure I spelled that correctly)! It was so
succinct but SO important to remember every day!

11/19/2018 8:39 PM

99

2 hours vs 3 hours Smaller groups that have a set goal/similarities in their disciplines having time
for discussion, sharing out with other groups was great- it wasn't in a large group which
sometimes is hard to hear/focus- this format allowed us to have discussions with other
groups/share out and listen

11/19/2018 8:20 PM
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100

Ability to discus and consult with mentors in my field. Food was also helpful as it keeps us from
starving after a long day. Very good chance at least half of the ,entire had no more than a granola
bar, if that, for lunch.

11/19/2018 8:19 PM

101

Ability to talk with other mentors. The video about Listening.

11/19/2018 8:19 PM

102

The ted talk on listening was direct and included some strong points for consideration. It was good
to have some time to talk with mentor networks.

11/19/2018 8:10 PM

103

I felt this session was most informative ! I got the most out of it - just seeing how our work is valued
by interns reaffirms my “why”! Also the Ted video - please show us more !! Everything in there was
so true and made me really think about myself as a listener

11/19/2018 8:04 PM

104

Meeting with other mentor teams to get ideas

11/19/2018 8:02 PM

105

Having the opportunity to reconnect with our network team! Other groups were impressed with our
network project!

11/19/2018 7:55 PM

106

Working with mentor network and hearing what other mentor networks are planning/working on.

11/19/2018 7:49 PM
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Q3 What might help you get the most out of our Mentor Forums?
Answered: 92

Skipped: 29

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

Time to work on our collaborative project because we have great ideas but don't have time to all
get together to work on it.

12/18/2018 10:49 AM

2

Having the opportunity to talk to fellow school psychologists - bounce off ideas, suggestions,
advice, etc.

12/2/2018 5:25 PM

3

Being able to have conversation regarding our interns. Therefore our colleagues can provide us
with constructive feed back. I also enjoy acting out a scenario( or viewing a scenario) for us to
think about how we would react and respond in a given situation.

11/29/2018 8:26 PM

4

More shared successes from fellow mentors.

11/28/2018 4:26 PM

5

More videos on various aspects of mentoring.

11/27/2018 10:48 PM

6

Having enough seats for people that are at late schools.

11/27/2018 10:42 AM

7

More time to share peeks and valleys (Problem solve the valleys) with my colleagues.

11/27/2018 10:39 AM

8

Time to share our experiences so far this year in our groups.

11/27/2018 10:05 AM

9

More TED Talks or look at examples of good reports

11/27/2018 8:16 AM

10

We struggled with the small group sessions.

11/27/2018 7:29 AM

11

Continuing the work with our smaller groups

11/27/2018 12:07 AM

12

examples of writing reports on interns

11/26/2018 9:02 PM

13

more time with colleagues to write reports together

11/26/2018 7:18 PM

14

having time to talk to mentors in my tenure area, not necessarily about action research because
that can be narrow, but about all of the issues that come up with interns as well as veteran
teachers and solutions we've found or have a chance to brainstorm together

11/26/2018 3:10 PM

15

More time to collaborate with our letter teams.

11/26/2018 3:03 PM

16

having real life scenarios and having time to work and brainstorm best ways to handle situations

11/26/2018 2:06 PM

17

not sure

11/26/2018 2:03 PM

18

I'm not sure

11/26/2018 1:33 PM

19

Not sure. Maybe more videos on how to communicate better, or articles on best practices.

11/26/2018 1:25 PM

20

Things took a little longer than expected at the posters but it was modified for.

11/26/2018 1:18 PM

21

Continues time to discuss and share ideas with our peers.

11/26/2018 1:17 PM

22

I love that Stefan reminded people not to be on their phones and computers. I love that people
were listening and actively participating.

11/26/2018 1:04 PM

23

Everything was fine

11/26/2018 12:55 PM

24

more time for problem solving among our peers

11/26/2018 12:47 PM

25

communication with other mentors

11/26/2018 12:45 PM

26

Continue allowing us to work together, discussing what we are doing with our interns.

11/26/2018 12:28 PM

27

More work time with other mentors

11/26/2018 12:22 PM

28

Allowing time to meet with our teams.

11/26/2018 11:34 AM

29

Getting input from interns as what they need MORE help with and then we can facilitate meetings
based on these needs

11/25/2018 7:09 PM
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30

Have 3, 30 minute sessions that mentors choose to attend. Sessions are reflective of professional
development occuring to help mentors~ ie, Danielson rubric Classroom Environment, classroom
management, engaging students, engaging questioning, etc. There have been many cases where
I have to attend and juggle going to my three children's school/sporting events, when
transportation isn't provided at their school. I tend to miss some really valuable pd's due to this.

11/25/2018 5:18 PM

31

More time with other networks.

11/24/2018 1:52 PM

32

No roving group chats. It's very hard to hear anyone when everyone is up and talking.

11/23/2018 1:34 PM

33

Giving teams more time to meet. We all work in different schools and 30 minutes of plan time is
not enough.

11/21/2018 4:03 PM

34

It would be nice if we consistently were given time to meet with people who are in our exact
profession to discuss issues/solutions with interns.

11/21/2018 2:31 PM

35

More time to work on our action research projects in small groups.

11/21/2018 2:08 PM

36

Continue to network and have time to discuss.

11/20/2018 2:34 PM

37

Talking with experiences Mentors. I would like to develop my conferencing skills with them.

11/20/2018 1:45 PM

38

Updates, time to network and get ideas, suggestions from other mentors. Time to set up possible
CIT visits for interns with other mentors.

11/20/2018 1:35 PM

39

Learned Conversation Group

11/20/2018 1:33 PM

40

Smaller groups - too big.

11/20/2018 1:00 PM

41

Not sure

11/20/2018 12:47 PM

42

N/A

11/20/2018 12:18 PM

43

Social workers need time set aside to discuss our discipline and things that concern us specifically.

11/20/2018 12:17 PM

44

I wish that we had time to talk to the third group during rotations

11/20/2018 11:55 AM

45

Mentor presentations about their interns and possible scenarios that can occur

11/20/2018 11:40 AM

46

I think we need more time to plan and meet and gather everyone's thoughts about the topic we
chose to discuss in our small team. i felt that many didn't participate nor shared much.

11/20/2018 11:32 AM

47

More time to discuss our work with our interns and get feedback/tips from other mentors.

11/20/2018 11:05 AM

48

Models of conversations

11/20/2018 10:28 AM

49

Less filler activities - shorter meetings.

11/20/2018 10:22 AM

50

Talking with my peers about their mentoring experiences

11/20/2018 10:17 AM

51

It would be nice to have the feedback shared with the particular mentors that they address.

11/20/2018 10:12 AM

52

N/A

11/20/2018 9:58 AM

53

Time to work with mentor network.

11/20/2018 9:42 AM

54

I think the two hours allotted is sufficient time for our focused PD. I also think that break out or
sharing opportunities where we are able to engage with other mentors is useful.

11/20/2018 9:38 AM

55

Having more time talking to the mentor networks

11/20/2018 8:57 AM

56

Continued time to collaborate and problem solve common Mentor issues.

11/20/2018 8:56 AM

57

Networking with similar fields

11/20/2018 8:54 AM

58

Longer worktime.

11/20/2018 8:41 AM

59

-Maximum time to collaborate within our Network

11/20/2018 8:39 AM

60

I think the directions may not as been as thorough as we may have needed. In particular, the
opening activity .. it may have been more helpful to have had an example of what we were to do.

11/20/2018 8:37 AM

61

As much time conversing with other mentors as possible

11/20/2018 8:28 AM

62

Time to work in our group.

11/20/2018 8:25 AM

63

More time dedicated to our mentor group, even just about 10-15 minutes.

11/20/2018 8:17 AM
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64

Continued time to work in focus groups.

11/20/2018 7:59 AM

65

more time with content area folks

11/20/2018 7:51 AM

66

More time allocated for certain activities. Our sharing with other groups was perfect amount of time
for the first pairing, but the second one had barely any time once that group came to our area.

11/20/2018 7:43 AM

67

sitting in s preferred seat.

11/20/2018 7:42 AM

68

Given the size, it is understandable that the content is what it is, but I think instead of grouping us
by content area only, it would be very impacting to put new mentors with senior mentors to discuss
issues, obstacles, or triumphs they are experiencing. The forums are very whole group and
encompassing, and they don't always provide an outlet for individual experience. I'm sure that is
the design of the new mentor training, but I think it would be great to talk with experienced
mentors as a new mentor...kind of like mentoring within mentoring.

11/20/2018 7:26 AM

69

I find the content area/table discussions are powerful in sharing strategies for struggling/excelling
interns

11/20/2018 7:18 AM

70

More time with network.

11/20/2018 7:17 AM

71

More time to connect with my mentor team, without interruption

11/20/2018 7:02 AM

72

more time to talk about the "nuts and bolts" of mentoring: finding time to visit interns, report writing,
finding resources

11/20/2018 6:48 AM

73

Reduce the time. Too long after working all day.

11/20/2018 6:05 AM

74

nothing..keep doing the great work

11/20/2018 5:59 AM

75

I think they are good.

11/20/2018 5:25 AM

76

It would have been helpful if there was actually time to plan our peer projects as many of our peers
were not at the last meeting when we began this project and then some were missing so really it is
hard to get work done unless we all meet outside of the foums, which is challenging.

11/19/2018 10:21 PM

77

More relevant information like that presented in the TED talks. Data review, although important,
seems to absorb most of our time. Bigger font on the sheets as well. Very difficult to read today.

11/19/2018 9:14 PM

78

I’d like to see a list of items due. As a new mentor, I am confused by what is expected of me.

11/19/2018 9:05 PM

79

Being able to circulate and talk with other groups was great. More of this!

11/19/2018 8:58 PM

80

Continued examples

11/19/2018 8:57 PM

81

Knowing how other first year mentors are doing with the processes and proctor mentoring.

11/19/2018 8:55 PM

82

n/a

11/19/2018 8:48 PM

83

Spending time with our group as we did today.

11/19/2018 8:43 PM

84

Continued collaboration

11/19/2018 8:39 PM

85

If it were possible to have different tables... tonight I was seated with my back to the screen and it
really made it hard to follow along.... I know it's a small thing, but it impacted me tonight!

11/19/2018 8:39 PM

86

providing electronic copies. There was alot of wasted paper

11/19/2018 8:20 PM

87

Less complex strategies. The disunion session with other mentor groups was a bit confusing.
Having five minutes to discus with your own group before talking with another would have been
helpful.

11/19/2018 8:19 PM

88

Continued group work

11/19/2018 8:19 PM

89

Some actual work time with mentor networks would be great!

11/19/2018 8:10 PM

90

Being able to work for a bit within our mentor team to develop our technology

11/19/2018 8:02 PM

91

I really like the 2 hour length of meetings- I feel like people are more focused and engaged!

11/19/2018 7:55 PM

92

More time to work within the mentor network on specific issues that interns are having.

11/19/2018 7:49 PM
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Q4 Please evaluate the following session activities. Narrative comments
are especially valuable.
Answered: 117

Reviewing
Intern
comme...

35.0%

58.1%

1.7%
0.9%
4.3%

35.0%

58.1%

4.3%
1.7%
0.9%

I appreciated
the brief CI...

I understand
the purpose ...

Sharing my
Mentor...

Skipped: 4

57.3%

41.9%

0.9%

57.3%

41.9%

0.9%

47.9%

47.0%

1.7%
0.9%
2.6%

47.9%

47.0%

2.6%
1.7%
0.9%

42.7%

41.0%

12.8% 3.4%

42.7%

41.0%

12.8% 3.4%

My Mentor
Network was...

49.6%

41.9%

2.6%
0.9%
5.1%

49.6%

41.9%

5.1%
2.6%
0.9%

The TED Talk
by Celeste...

70.9%

24.8%

70.9%
0%

10%

20%

Strongly Agree

30%

40%

Agree

24.8%
50%

Disagree

60%

70%

80%

Strongly Disagree

STRONGLY
AGREE

AGREE

DISAGREE

STRONGLY
DISAGREE

Reviewing Intern comments from last year’s
survey led to valuable discussions and insights
that I can apply to mentoring work.

35.0%
41

58.1%
68

4.3%
5

0.9%
1

I appreciated the brief CIT Update from Stefan
and Annamaria.

57.3%
67

41.9%
49

0.0%
0

I understand the purpose of working together
within a "CIT Mentor Network," and I believe
it will help strengthen my work with the
teachers or service providers who I support.

47.9%
56

47.0%
55

Sharing my Mentor Network's work and
process with other Mentor Networks generated
insights that were valuable to our ongoing
work.

42.7%
50

My Mentor Network was able to use the
"Check In" time to build positively on our work
and/or make needed adjustments to our goals
or process.
The TED Talk by Celeste Headlee ("10 Ways
to have a Better Conversation") felt relevant to
our mentoring work, and was useful for
reflecting on the conversations we have with
our Interns.

2.6%
1.7%
1.7%
2.6%
90% 100%

N/A
TOTAL

WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

1.7%
2

117

3.30

0.0%
0

0.9%
1

117

3.58

2.6%
3

0.9%
1

1.7%
2

117

3.44

41.0%
48

12.8%
15

0.0%
0

3.4%
4

117

3.31

49.6%
58

41.9%
49

5.1%
6

0.9%
1

2.6%
3

117

3.44

70.9%
83

24.8%
29

1.7%
2

0.0%
0

2.6%
3

117

3.71
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Q5 Please comment further on any of the session activities above.
Answered: 58

Skipped: 63

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

I think in the short amount of time you both get a wealth of information to us. I would like a hand
printed copy or link to PD's and clear specifics about which are to do with our intern and which are
available solely for new teachers, or mentors only. Sometimes I am trying to write it all down and
TruNorth isn't an easy way to find out what is available, especially when some classes aren't
loaded or access isn't available for everyone, then you can't see what is an optional PD for
you/your intern. The TED Talk was awesome, and time to work with out colleagues is always
appreciated and most valuable to our growth. Thank you!

12/18/2018 10:52 AM

2

In theory the Mentor Network Group is a great idea. Many feel that it is another item to add to our
busy plate. We therefore plan to do most of it through email and google docs. It would help to have
a solid hour at our next mentor meeting devoted to the Mentor Network Group.

11/27/2018 10:09 AM

3

Our network group is struggling. We talked about splitting into two groups - elementary and
secondary - to be able to address our particular issues, so this might help.

11/27/2018 7:30 AM

4

Yes to all of the above. The TED Talk was great. Working with my Mentor network group, and
sharing/listening to others was also valuable.

11/27/2018 12:09 AM

5

need more time for focus group

11/26/2018 7:20 PM

6

I wish I could have had time to read all of the pieces from the survey. I like being in a CIT Mentor
Network, but don't yet see the value in the action research itself. We needed more time to tighten
up our plan, so sharing with other networks was almost pointless. I and another teacher were the
only ones of our group to really interact with the other networks. The rest of our network was in 2
groups- either talking amongst each other or trying to figure out our action research plan. I was
hoping to hear something from the other 2 networks that would help us, but they were also
scrambling to finalize a plan and we spent more time explaining our roles and/or intern issues. I
understand the benefits of action research, but right now, I just want to talk to my network about
problems and solutions and learn from each other how to best support our interns.

11/26/2018 3:16 PM

7

the TED talk was a perfect reminder how important it is to listen

11/26/2018 2:07 PM

8

no comment

11/26/2018 2:04 PM

9

one of the most relevant to date, and loved the Ted Talk

11/26/2018 1:33 PM

10

The Ted talk was a nice addition. Fun to watch.

11/26/2018 1:18 PM

11

I enjoyed reading how well the mentors did last year with their interns. i enjoyed the Ted talk as
well.

11/26/2018 1:05 PM

12

It would be helpful to have more time dedicated to working with our network during the mentor
meetings.

11/26/2018 12:48 PM

13

this was an amazing informative video

11/26/2018 12:45 PM

14

I really enjoyed this mentor forum

11/26/2018 12:29 PM

15

The Mentor Network seems like a lot of extra work outside of our sessions and adds lots to our
plate.

11/25/2018 7:11 PM

16

I LOVE LOVED the TED Talk by Celeste Headlee. I've listened and shared that same TED talk to
my peer teachers last year and it's powerful. TED talks are a great learning tool and would love to
see more that are applicable, like this one.

11/25/2018 5:20 PM

17

Loved the Ted talk. I did not feel that sharing with other groups was at all helpful because most
didn't yet have a strongly formed idea of what their focus would be.

11/23/2018 1:35 PM

18

More time for mentor netwotking

11/21/2018 4:04 PM

19

Loved the Ted Talk!!

11/21/2018 2:09 PM
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20

I didn't understand the survey form that listed 'major focus' and 'addressed.' What does major focus
mean? I think that I understand that 'addressed' means that the intern and mentor did work in that
area, but not at all did I understand what 'major focus' meant.

11/20/2018 2:22 PM

21

I felt that the TED talk was redundant of what most of our mentoring meetings are about.

11/20/2018 1:46 PM

22

I truly enjoy mentoring. Adding additional responsibilities of participating in a mentor network is
very stressful. Time management is always a struggle for teachers and mentors. I feel between
adding professional development hours, report writing, going into classrooms to observe and the
addition of networking is too much. I want to focus on being an effective mentor. I didn't
necessarily agree with the groups goals either. I am rambling...

11/20/2018 1:39 PM

23

We really didn't have enough planned out to share with other groups, nor did they. Maybe saving
that for next time? Not sure. It helped us work some of our thoughts out at least.

11/20/2018 1:37 PM

24

for presentation purposes please use 20 font or larger and also printouts should bein least 12 font
size or above. Difficult to read info of the board and see up close.

11/20/2018 12:51 PM

25

Enjoyed the Ted Talk "Guest Speaker". Good choice of topic - applicable to Conversations with
anyone - Interns, students, family, peers.

11/20/2018 11:59 AM

26

They were fine

11/20/2018 11:56 AM

27

The TED talk was super helpful, I would have loved time to talk with our mentor networks
afterward.

11/20/2018 11:05 AM

28

Many people in our network were not at the last meeting and had not established any connections
yet. Seemed like the other groups had ideas, but didn't follow thru as there just isn't a lot of time for
1 more thing.

11/20/2018 10:26 AM

29

I just particularly liked the intern comments and the graph reflecting the changes over the years.
The video was insightful. It made me reflecting on how much talking I do instead of listening.

11/20/2018 10:16 AM

30

The CIT Mentor Network work seems very ambiguous. We are having a difficult time finding a
common goal because we all (and our interns) come from different settings with different
challenges. For example, my network team wants to focus on challenges with co-teaching
because that is something that is central to being an ENL teacher. However the struggles of my
group members and their interns are not applicable to my situation and that of my interns. I think
we are going to spend half the year just figuring out what to do, rather than getting anything done.
I really enjoyed the reading from the Culturally Responsive Teaching book last year. We had
concrete assignments and discussion pieces that were relevant in some capacity to everyone. I
think in the future, we should think about returning to something similar.

11/20/2018 10:04 AM

31

Very well organized.

11/20/2018 9:13 AM

32

More time during the meeting to work on the mentor network activity.

11/20/2018 8:42 AM

33

-Loved Celeste Headlee's TED Talk! Great reminders and fresh ideas for improving listening. Reading the comments from interns was enlightening.

11/20/2018 8:42 AM

34

I am not sure that the mentor networks were comparable. However, there were good ideas and
insights that helped my group think about a different direction to take.

11/20/2018 8:39 AM

35

I was very confused about the mentor networks. Even the people at my table who were present at
the September gathering were confused about the mentor networks. I felt very lost during during
that part of the session.

11/20/2018 8:29 AM

36

I work until 4:30, so I missed the discussion on the intern's comments. It is good to see what they
said in order to see things from their perspective.

11/20/2018 8:26 AM

37

I appreciate inspirational and informative videos

11/20/2018 7:52 AM

38

Again, my one bit of advice would have been to allow more time for the second meeting with
another mentor group.

11/20/2018 7:44 AM

39

Only some members of our table felt compelled to participate in reviewing the data.

11/20/2018 7:44 AM

40

Wonderful job by facilitators planning and delivering during these meetings. I thoroughly am
enjoying my mentoring experiencing. I enjoy my group, but often conversations, especially at the
beginning become personal and one on one. It can be difficult to assert yourself to contribute
without feeling like you're being rude. I definitely do a lot more listening than talking in the CIT
Mentor Network portion of this experience, but as a green new mentor, maybe that makes sense.

11/20/2018 7:38 AM
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41

The Ted Talk was awesome, would like to see more videos with her in the future.

11/20/2018 7:24 AM

42

The protocol of world cafe was wonderful, but the topic we used with it wasnt super productive
because it seemed like ecah grou is doing the same thing - shared Google folders of resources.

11/20/2018 7:04 AM

43

loved the Ted Talk!

11/20/2018 6:49 AM

44

I enjoyed the TED Talk alot!

11/20/2018 6:00 AM

45

really like the TED talk

11/19/2018 10:10 PM

46

Ted talk was extremely helpful.

11/19/2018 9:06 PM

47

Being able to work and talk with other mentor networks was fantastic.

11/19/2018 8:59 PM

48

I thought it went well.

11/19/2018 8:58 PM

49

As brief as the TED talk was, it was very enlightening.

11/19/2018 8:57 PM

50

the TED talk was great!

11/19/2018 8:48 PM

51

The Celeste video was my favorite part!! Such a great reminder... something to always think
about! I love my network group... we are tightly connected and really have come together for a
similar and specific purpose- speech therapists are awesome!!

11/19/2018 8:45 PM

52

Today was one of the best formats and provided the most useful information. The shorter time
frame (2 hours) is also easier to stay focused after a day of working

11/19/2018 8:21 PM

53

Meeting with the other mentor groups did not lead to meanful conversations. We received a that’s
nice / good idea and in return were told they had not discussed it or half the group was busy
gossiping.

11/19/2018 8:21 PM

54

The last two comments in the culturally relevant teaching (something along lines of “this is not
related to my classroom” and “my mentor and I never needed to discuss cultural relevance”) were
alarming. This means as mentors we still have a lot of work to do and some don’t understand it’s
importance.

11/19/2018 8:13 PM

55

See #1 if this survey !!

11/19/2018 8:05 PM

56

Wish we had a bit more time to discuss with our mentor team

11/19/2018 8:03 PM

57

I really enjoyed the TED talk video- timely and relevant!!

11/19/2018 7:57 PM

58

I really enjoyed the TED Talk by Celeste Headlee. It really highlighted the importance of active
listening. Her points were easy to remember and specific.

11/19/2018 7:51 PM
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Q6 My CIT Governing Panel Contact for 2018-2019 is . . .
Answered: 114

None at this Time
1.8% (2)
None at this Time
Webster, Sheelarani
1.8% (2)
5.3% (6)
Webster, Sheelarani
Turner, Ruth
5.3%
(6) (13)
11.4%

Turner,
Ruth
Peluso,
Carmine
11.4%
(13)
10.5% (12)
Peluso,
Carmine
Pavone,
John
10.5%
(12)
5.3% (6)
Pavone,
John
Laird, Randall
5.3%
(6)
3.5% (4)
Laird,
Randall
Ladd,
Susan
3.5% (4)
5.3% (6)
Ladd, Susan
5.3% (6)

ANSWER CHOICES

Skipped: 7

Anderson, Thomas
7.0% (8)
Anderson, Chan,
Thomas
Michael
7.0% (8) 7.0% (8)
Chan, Michael
7.0% (8)

Cohen, Stefan
22.8% (26)
Cohen, Stefan
22.8% (26)

Key, Sharon
8.8% (10)
Key, Sharon
8.8% (10)

Cunningham, Chandra
6.1% (7)
Cunningham, Chandra
6.1% (7)
Keating, Martha
5.3% (6)
Keating, Martha
5.3% (6)
RESPONSES

Anderson, Thomas

7.0%

8

Chan, Michael

7.0%

8

Cohen, Stefan

22.8%

26

Cunningham, Chandra

6.1%

7

Keating, Martha

5.3%

6

Key, Sharon

8.8%

10

Ladd, Susan

5.3%

6

Laird, Randall

3.5%

4

Pavone, John

5.3%

6

Peluso, Carmine

10.5%

12

Turner, Ruth

11.4%

13

Webster, Sheelarani

5.3%

6

None at this Time

1.8%

2

I don’t know!

0.0%

0

TOTAL

114
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Q7 Please evaluate your meeting with your CIT Governing Panel Mentor
Contact.
Answered: 112

My CIT
Governing
Pa...

My CIT
Governing
Pa...

50.9%

15.2%

33.9%

50.9%

15.2%

33.9%

51.8%

13.4% 0.9%

33.9%

51.8%

13.4% 0.9%

33.9%

My CIT
Governing
Pa...

Meeting my
CIT
Governing
Pa...
0%

10%

Skipped: 9

53.6%

14.3%

32.1%

53.6%

14.3%

32.1%

43.2%

21.6%

35.1%

43.2%

21.6%

35.1%

20%

Strongly Agree

30%

40%

Agree

50%

60%

Disagree

70%

80%

Strongly Disagree

STRONGLY
AGREE

AGREE

DISAGREE

STRONGLY
DISAGREE

My CIT Governing Panel Contact was clear
about the Panel's role in the CIT Program.

50.9%
57

15.2%
17

0.0%
0

0.0%
0

My CIT Governing Panel Contact clearly
communicated the process for arranging CIT
Panel Mentor Observations.

51.8%
58

13.4%
15

0.9%
1

My CIT Governing Panel Contact was
welcoming and well-prepared.

53.6%
60

14.3%
16

Meeting my CIT Governing Panel Contact
was valuable to my work as a mentor.

43.2%
48

21.6%
24

90% 100%

N/A
N/A

TOTAL

WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

33.9%
38

112

2.49

0.0%
0

33.9%
38

112

2.49

0.0%
0

0.0%
0

32.1%
36

112

2.57

0.0%
0

0.0%
0

35.1%
39

111

2.38

#

COMMENTS:

DATE

1

Short, sweet, and available for further discussion. It was perfect!

12/18/2018 10:54 AM

2

Stefan is extremely organized with the amount of mentors he has to meet with.

11/28/2018 4:28 PM

3

My panel contact was not able to attend our meeting.

11/27/2018 10:41 AM

4

My Panel Contact was not there.

11/27/2018 10:10 AM

5

Happy to meet him. Very approachable and helpful

11/27/2018 12:10 AM

6

contact was not there

11/26/2018 7:21 PM

7

I'm really glad I have Stefan and appreciate his transparency.

11/26/2018 3:17 PM

8

My contact was not present.

11/26/2018 3:04 PM
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9

no comment

11/26/2018 2:05 PM

10

She did not attend

11/26/2018 1:18 PM

11

I think Randall Laird will do a great job. I''ve only heard great things.

11/26/2018 1:07 PM

12

My CIT Governing Panel Contact was not present.

11/26/2018 10:06 AM

13

I am looking forward to working with my Panel Contact again this year.

11/25/2018 7:11 PM

14

Martha Keating wasn't in attendance.

11/25/2018 5:21 PM

15

Martha was not there. I hope we can meet to get this information from her before we begin the
process.

11/23/2018 8:45 PM

16

Michael Chan was not available.

11/21/2018 2:32 PM

17

Stefan is wonderful in every way. He is just so funny, entertaining and supportive.

11/21/2018 2:10 PM

18

My panel contact John Pavone was gone before I got over to see him...like 5-6 minutes.

11/20/2018 8:30 PM

19

Was not at meeting.

11/20/2018 2:46 PM

20

Stefan is a true CHEERLEADER!

11/20/2018 1:48 PM

21

Absent

11/20/2018 1:39 PM

22

Glad to meet him! Looking forward to some feedback this year.

11/20/2018 1:38 PM

23

My panel contact was not present this evening.

11/20/2018 12:00 PM

24

I received an initial introductory email from Susan, but have not had any additional contact.

11/20/2018 11:41 AM

25

John was very clear on expectations and on his availability.

11/20/2018 10:17 AM

26

My panel contact was not there and I have not yet received any communication from this person.

11/20/2018 9:39 AM

27

She just took our contact information and said she would contact us to set up the observation that
she had flexibility.

11/20/2018 8:44 AM

28

My Panel Contact did not attend.

11/20/2018 8:42 AM

29

Ms. Keys appeared to be very organized and genuinely interested in us and our mentoring
experiences. We had a few minutes to speak individually and arrange an observation for
December. I had also heard great things about her from a mentor that had her last year as a CIT
Panel Contact .

11/20/2018 8:42 AM

30

She wasn't there and neither was I

11/20/2018 8:30 AM

31

She was unable to attend

11/20/2018 8:26 AM

32

Helped to clarify my observation, and alleviate some of the anxiety

11/20/2018 7:45 AM

33

Looking forward to observations and improving my practice.

11/20/2018 7:38 AM

34

Stefan is awesome!

11/20/2018 7:24 AM

35

My panel contact was not present for the Forum

11/20/2018 7:19 AM

36

he wasnt there

11/20/2018 7:04 AM

37

contact was not there

11/20/2018 6:49 AM

38

Ruth Turner wasn't present

11/20/2018 6:00 AM

39

Randy’s wonderful!

11/20/2018 5:26 AM

40

Still a little confusing

11/19/2018 9:06 PM

41

I look forward to working with Sharon!

11/19/2018 9:00 PM

42

Thanks for sharing out valuable insight and being so positive Stephan!

11/19/2018 8:49 PM

43

My panel contact was not there tonight.

11/19/2018 8:46 PM

44

contact was not present

11/19/2018 8:22 PM

45

My CIT contact was not present

11/19/2018 8:21 PM
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46

My panel contact was not present.

11/19/2018 8:14 PM

47

Randy seemed very receptive

11/19/2018 8:04 PM

48

Martha was not present :(

11/19/2018 7:58 PM

49

My panel contact kept the initial meeting brief, which I really appreciated. She indicated that she
would be sending out an email to schedule observations and she gave a brief timeline for her
expectations in completing the observations. I look forward to working with her this year.

11/19/2018 7:53 PM
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Q8 Overall, how would you rate this Mentor Forum for engaging mentors
in valuable professional learning?
Answered: 115

Skipped: 6

Developing
2.6% (3)
Developing
2.6% (3)

Highly Effective
41.7% (48)
Highly Effective
41.7% (48)
Effective
55.7% (64)
Effective
55.7% (64)

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Highly Effective

41.7%

48

Effective

55.7%

64

Developing

2.6%

3

Ineffective

0.0%

0

TOTAL

115

#

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS:

DATE

1

I really love the idea of being able to see the data / survey from the previous year. It truly informs
our practice. I think it was great that we sat with our network the entire time, which cut down on
transition time to find each other.

11/26/2018 3:19 PM

2

no comment

11/26/2018 2:05 PM

3

Good job

11/26/2018 1:19 PM

4

Planning and organization were positively reflected.

11/20/2018 10:18 AM

5

Loved the Ted talk!

11/20/2018 9:12 AM

6

I do think they are valuable and appreciate the timing that you were up against. I also think Anna
Maria did a great job with the food. It was appropriate, easily accessible and just enough.

11/20/2018 8:43 AM

7

You get out of it what you put into it!

11/20/2018 7:45 AM

8

My listening skills are not only improving professionally. I find myself not cutting off my wife,
looking at my phone when she talks, etc.. Even with day to day communication with friends, I have
realized that I have been not doing in right my entire life. The one thing I have taken away most
from mentoring is improved listening and communicaiton skills.

11/20/2018 7:40 AM

9

Thank you!

11/19/2018 8:49 PM

10

Love TED talks

11/19/2018 8:22 PM

11

Organized, clear goals Food was good

11/19/2018 8:04 PM
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